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Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude [1]

SECTION - A

1. Answer the following questions:

(a) Discuss few criterias used to define a trait as positive?

(b) How does optimism work and what positive functions does it serve?

2. Why it is, sometimes believed that feelings are better guide to action than reasons?

Critically analyze.

3. Answer the following questions based on the virtue ethics:

(a) What is virtue ethics? Can knowledge be equated with virtue?

(b) Give the argument supporting self-control as a master virtue? How the failed-control

is evident in the 'social sin'?

4. "For a public servant there is no black-and-white situation, but his reactions or responses

are good or bad-whether s/he reacts negative or responds positive to the situation is,

therefore, more important." Explain and answer the following questions:

(a) What is the difference between reacting and responding?

(b) Are Confusion and Dilemma the natural routes to understand a situation and find

solution or obstacles?

5. Given below are the two quotations of moral thinkers/philosophers. What they mean to

you and why they are still relevant?

(a) 'Those who do ill shall suffer more if they are not caught than those that are'.

(Boethius)

(b) 'The king should surrender his individuality in the interest of his duty'. (Kautilya)

6. One of the foundational value of public service is 'Selfless Service'. But life is not so

black and white. There are grey areas that pushes to compromise with situation to

survive. In this context critically analyze and illustrate whether a civil servant can serve

'selflessly'.

7. In your own words, explain Kant’s principle of ends. Do you think that this could be a

useful moral principle for you in everyday life?
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[ 2 ] Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude

8. Answer the following questions:

(a) How does the cultural relativism defines “good”? Which method does it follow for
arriving at moral beliefs?

(b) Why does cultural relativism supposedly make us more tolerant of other cultures
and, critically examine the view that moral values are relative?

9. “Aristotelian and Buddhist ethics are alike formally: each advocates moderation”. Discuss.

10. Answer the following questions based on the concept of conscience:

(a) What is conscience? Explain the following quote with respect to that – “In matters
of conscience, the law of the majority has no place”. (Mahatma Gandhi)

(b) How is conscience shaped by the education, law, and authority? What is the
importance of conscience in decision-making?

11. How does epistemology help a judge in the court of justice in making judgments in case
of social and religious beliefs (jalikattu or triple talaq)? Explain role of epistemology in
administrative decisions through an example.

12. Which should guide a police officer deciding to fire or not to fire on a protesting mob-
‘deontology or consequentialism’? Give reasons.

13. All the discourse of ethics ultimately is another facet of bureaucratic incompetence.
Analyze.

SECTION - B

In the following questions carefully study the cases presented and then answer the question that
follows:

14. You are a senior civil engineer incharge of a very big road project. You find that project
contractor is working honestly and strictly as per the work schedule and also maintaining
the quality of work. Suddenly his only son met with an accident and hence he is
preoccupied in his treatment. The project got delayed and the quality of work got slightly
affected. Your subordinates are putting pressure on you to take strict action against the
contractor.

(a) What are the various options available to you?

(b) Evaluate the merits and demerits of each option and choose the option you would
adopt, giving reasons.

15. You are an education minister of a state. Recently, lot of reports on how women teachers
of secondary school dresses up came and emphasized that many teachers wear ungracious
and party type of attires against Indian cultural ethos while they are in school. People
from one cultural group meet you and wants you to clear your mind about that to the
public. There is an opinion in air that such things put indelible mark on the impressionable
minds of the adolescent students about ‘image of teachers’ in general and ‘women’ in
particular. Public expects something from you in the given situation. Answer the following
questions related to it:

(a) As a minister, when public is expecting something from you, what would you do to
safeguard the Indian cultural ethos regarding teachers and women on dress matters?
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Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude [3]

(b) You are a minister in official capacity and a public representative, but you must also
have your personal opinion than the public expectations. Do you think that dress is
a matter of personal choice and there should be no official dictate regarding it?

(c) Also can you say that what matter is quality of education and not the type of dress
teachers wear?

(d) There must be views from both the sides, one may go with you and other will
criticize you. Give arguments for and against the dress code for teachers in schools.

16. You are a senior civil servant. One of your officer friend is hard working, completes her
work on time but always demoralizes her subordinates by blaming them for one or the
other thing. She keeps everyone on toes. Often she shouts in her office and want to just
follow the blue book while working. She also insults junior officers if one fails to get
the things done. Her only mantra to work is to "get the things done -whatever it takes."
Due to this bossy attitude your friend is not liked by the subordinates and because of
her uneven relation with her team members; she fails to portray a good office culture.
Most of the colleagues know about this case but no one wants to discuss it because of
your proximity with that lady officer. However one day one close friend happens to be
your colleague briefed about the problem subordinate officers are facing.

Answer the following questions based on the above case. Bring merits and demerits
related to each course of action and discuss the best option.

(a) Directly talk to subordinate and assure about correcting the things in future.

(b) Give responsibility to your friend who briefed you about this case.

(c) Transfer the lady officer as this case may bring sorry figure for you also in future.

(d) Request the lady officer not to do so as this may hamper their personal relations also.

(e) Is there any better option available to correct the things other than what mentioned
above?

17. You are a doctor in a government hospital. One of your lady friends got married in very
rich and influential family. However, with passage of time you came to know that the
family is very conservative as she visited you to seek your help in determining sex of
the child at fetus stage. As her in-laws want a boy child to act as inheritor of the family.
They have also ordered to abort the child if it is girl. Later her in-laws insisted hard and
connected the doctor with the health minister on mobile phone. The minister said the
doctor to help them in all possible manners without saying anything about the issue at
hand. Thus reporting about the issue to police is waste.

Answer the following questions:

(a) What are the ethical dilemmas in the above case?

(b) Do you think that your moral obligation also demands to help your friend.?

(c) A doctor in a public or government hospital should obey the health minister for
whatever he says. Do you agree and why?

(d) What steps will you take in the above situation?
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[ 4 ] Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude

18. Although India is amongst the fastest growing economies in the world, it still has one
third of the world's illiterates. India is now confronting the perils of its failure to educate
its citizens, notably the poor. India, being a mixed economy, needs government intervention
in the area of education because education driven by profit motive cannot benefit the
masses. But the condition of government schools in India is pathetic. Except for two or
three states, all the Indian states have poor educational statistics. More Indian children
are in school than ever before, but the quality of government schools has sunk to
spectacularly low levels. The children in these schools come from the poorest of families
- those who cannot afford to send away their young to private schools elsewhere, as do
most Indian families who have the means. India has had a legacy of weak schooling for
its young, even as it has promoted high-quality government-financed universities. If in
the past, a largely poor and agrarian nation could afford to leave millions of its people
illiterate, that is no longer the case. Not only has the high growth ensured that we have
a shortage of skilled labor, the nation's many new roads, phones and television-sets have
also fueled new ambitions for economic advancement among its people - and new
expectations for schools to help them achieve it. In the light of the grim picture of public
schooling in India suppose you are a District Collector, and a group of poor people
approach to make you aware about the pathetic conditions of public schools in their
areas. They handed you a letter that contains five problems regarding dismal states of
schools i.e.

(a) Lack of hygienic toilet facility especially for girls as there are common toilets only,

(b) Non availability of clean drinking water,

(c) Lack of proper security,

(d) Absentee teachers and

(e) Rude behavior of teachers and staff with the students.

Because of such problem often parents are not sending their children. Dropout rate is
also high. Your education minister also expects something concrete from you, as he has
to answer local public and media about this issue. With respect to such problems how
will you go about providing solutions so that your action may become example for others
to learn?

19. One small area of a district headquarter town is in the grip of encroachment. As a result,
people face lots of problems due to the congestion of roads and the most affected lot are
senior citizens, who face difficulty in crossing the congested and crowded roads. This
is creating a problem abound two roundabouts and two parks of that area. Besides, area
is also very dirty and there is no arrangement of cleanliness. Senior citizens of that area
have appealed to the state government to appoint a young but disciplined and energetic
officer in the town to take care of the problems and grievances of the people. Executive
officer of the local civic body said they were doing their best to clear the encroachments
in the town from time to time. However, once the encroachments were removed, the
same people find other sites in the same area to be encroached upon. Residents desire
that there should be some attempts to beautify these places as are done in many other
cities of the country. They also want beautification of parks so that even children can
play. Local MLA is also ready to fund. You are Municipal Commissioner of the city and
when a delegation of eminent people has come to meet you with a request to do something
for the purpose, you checked up with your finance and accounts department, which
expressed its reluctance to provide with resources.

What are the issues before you in this case & how you will execute options effectively?
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SECTION - A

Q1. Answer the following questions:

(a) Discuss few criterias used to define a trait as positive?

(b) How does optimism work and what positive functions does it serve?
(150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q2. Why it is, sometimes believed that feelings are better guide to action than reasons?
Critically analyze. (150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q3. Answer the following questions based on the virtue ethics:

(a) What is virtue ethics? Can knowledge be equated with virtue?

(b) Give the argument supporting self-control as a master virtue? How the failed-
control is evident in the 'social sin'? (150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q4. "For a public servant there is no black-and-white situation, but his reactions or responses
are good or bad-whether s/he reacts negative or responds positive to the situation is,
therefore, more important." Explain and answer the following questions:

(a) What is the difference between reacting and responding?

(b) Are Confusion and Dilemma the natural routes to understand a situation and find
solution or obstacles? (150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q5. Given below are the two quotations of moral thinkers/philosophers. What they mean to
you and why they are still relevant?

(a) 'Those who do ill shall suffer more if they are not caught than those that are'.
(Boethius)

(b) 'The king should surrender his individuality in the interest of his duty'. (Kautilya)
(150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q6. One of the foundational value of public service is 'Selfless Service'. But life is not so
black and white. There are grey areas that pushes to compromise with situation to survive.
In this context critically analyze and illustrate whether a civil servant can serve 'selflessly'.

(150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q7. In your own words, explain Kant’s principle of ends. Do you think that this could be a
useful moral principle for you in everyday life? (150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q8. Answer the following questions:

(a) How does the cultural relativism defines “good”? Which method does it follow for
arriving at moral beliefs?

(b) Why does cultural relativism supposedly make us more tolerant of other cultures
and, critically examine the view that moral values are relative?

 (150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q9. “Aristotelian and Buddhist ethics are alike formally: each advocates moderation”. Discuss.
(150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q10. Answer the following questions based on the concept of conscience:

(a) What is conscience? Explain the following quote with respect to that – “In matters
of conscience, the law of the majority has no place”. (Mahatma Gandhi)

(b) How is conscience shaped by the education, law, and authority? What is the
importance of conscience in decision-making?  (150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q11. How does epistemology help a judge in the court of justice in making judgments in case
of social and religious beliefs (jalikattu or triple talaq)? Explain role of epistemology in
administrative decisions through an example.   (150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q12. Which should guide a police officer deciding to fire or not to fire on a protesting mob-
‘deontology or consequentialism’? Give reasons.   (150 Words) (10 Marks)
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Q13. All the discourse of ethics ultimately is another facet of bureaucratic incompetence.
Analyze.   (150 Words) (10 Marks)
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SECTION - B

In the following questions carefully study the cases presented and then answer the question
that follows:

Q14. You are a senior civil engineer incharge of a very big road project. You find that project
contractor is working honestly and strictly as per the work schedule and also maintaining
the quality of work. Suddenly his only son met with an accident and hence he is
preoccupied in his treatment. The project got delayed and the quality of work got slightly
affected. Your subordinates are putting pressure on you to take strict action against the
contractor.

(a) What are the various options available to you?

(b) Evaluate the merits and demerits of each option and choose the option you would
adopt, giving reasons.  (250 Words) (20 Marks)
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Q15. You are an education minister of a state. Recently, lot of reports on how women teachers
of secondary school dresses up came and emphasized that many teachers wear ungracious
and party type of attires against Indian cultural ethos while they are in school. People
from one cultural group meet you and wants you to clear your mind about that to the
public. There is an opinion in air that such things put indelible mark on the
impressionable minds of the adolescent students about ‘image of teachers’ in general
and ‘women’ in particular. Public expects something from you in the given situation.
Answer the following questions related to it:

(a) As a minister, when public is expecting something from you, what would you do to
safeguard the Indian cultural ethos regarding teachers and women on dress matters?

(b) You are a minister in official capacity and a public representative, but you must
also have your personal opinion than the public expectations. Do you think that
dress is a matter of personal choice and there should be no official dictate regarding
it?

(c) Also can you say that what matter is quality of education and not the type of dress
teachers wear?

(d) There must be views from both the sides, one may go with you and other will criticize
you. Give arguments for and against the dress code for teachers in schools.

  (250 Words) (20 Marks)
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Q16. You are a senior civil servant. One of your officer friend is hard working, completes her
work on time but always demoralizes her subordinates by blaming them for one or the
other thing. She keeps everyone on toes. Often she shouts in her office and want to just
follow the blue book while working. She also insults junior officers if one fails to get
the things done. Her only mantra to work is to "get the things done -whatever it takes."
Due to this bossy attitude your friend is not liked by the subordinates and because of
her uneven relation with her team members; she fails to portray a good office culture.
Most of the colleagues know about this case but no one wants to discuss it because of
your proximity with that lady officer. However one day one close friend happens to be
your colleague briefed about the problem subordinate officers are facing.

Answer the following questions based on the above case. Bring merits and demerits
related to each course of action and discuss the best option.

(a) Directly talk to subordinate and assure about correcting the things in future.

(b) Give responsibility to your friend who briefed you about this case.

(c) Transfer the lady officer as this case may bring sorry figure for you also in future.

(d) Request the lady officer not to do so as this may hamper their personal relations
also.

(e) Is there any better option available to correct the things other than what mentioned
above? (250 Words) (20 Marks)
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Q17. You are a doctor in a government hospital. One of your lady friends got married in very
rich and influential family. However, with passage of time you came to know that the
family is very conservative as she visited you to seek your help in determining sex of the
child at fetus stage. As her in-laws want a boy child to act as inheritor of the family.
They have also ordered to abort the child if it is girl. Later her in-laws insisted hard and
connected the doctor with the health minister on mobile phone. The minister said the
doctor to help them in all possible manners without saying anything about the issue at
hand. Thus reporting about the issue to police is waste.

Answer the following questions:

(a) What are the ethical dilemmas in the above case?

(b) Do you think that your moral obligation also demands to help your friend.?

(c) A doctor in a public or government hospital should obey the health minister for
whatever he says. Do you agree and why?

(d) What steps will you take in the above situation? (250 Words) (20 Marks)
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Q18. Although India is amongst the fastest growing economies in the world, it still has one
third of the world's illiterates. India is now confronting the perils of its failure to educate
its citizens, notably the poor. India, being a mixed economy, needs government
intervention in the area of education because education driven by profit motive cannot
benefit the masses. But the condition of government schools in India is pathetic. Except
for two or three states, all the Indian states have poor educational statistics. More Indian
children are in school than ever before, but the quality of government schools has sunk
to spectacularly low levels. The children in these schools come from the poorest of families
- those who cannot afford to send away their young to private schools elsewhere, as do
most Indian families who have the means. India has had a legacy of weak schooling for
its young, even as it has promoted high-quality government-financed universities. If in
the past, a largely poor and agrarian nation could afford to leave millions of its people
illiterate, that is no longer the case. Not only has the high growth ensured that we have
a shortage of skilled labor, the nation's many new roads, phones and television-sets
have also fueled new ambitions for economic advancement among its people - and new
expectations for schools to help them achieve it. In the light of the grim picture of public
schooling in India suppose you are a District Collector, and a group of poor people
approach to make you aware about the pathetic conditions of public schools in their
areas. They handed you a letter that contains five problems regarding dismal states of
schools i.e.

(a) Lack of hygienic toilet facility especially for girls as there are common toilets only,

(b) Non availability of clean drinking water,

(c) Lack of proper security,

(d) Absentee teachers and

(e) Rude behavior of teachers and staff with the students.

Because of such problem often parents are not sending their children. Dropout rate is
also high. Your education minister also expects something concrete from you, as he has
to answer local public and media about this issue. With respect to such problems how
will you go about providing solutions so that your action may become example for others
to learn? (250 Words) (20 Marks)
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Q19. One small area of a district headquarter town is in the grip of encroachment. As a result,
people face lots of problems due to the congestion of roads and the most affected lot are
senior citizens, who face difficulty in crossing the congested and crowded roads. This is
creating a problem abound two roundabouts and two parks of that area. Besides, area is
also very dirty and there is no arrangement of cleanliness. Senior citizens of that area
have appealed to the state government to appoint a young but disciplined and energetic
officer in the town to take care of the problems and grievances of the people. Executive
officer of the local civic body said they were doing their best to clear the encroachments
in the town from time to time. However, once the encroachments were removed, the
same people find other sites in the same area to be encroached upon. Residents desire
that there should be some attempts to beautify these places as are done in many other
cities of the country. They also want beautification of parks so that even children can
play. Local MLA is also ready to fund. You are Municipal Commissioner of the city and
when a delegation of eminent people has come to meet you with a request to do something
for the purpose, you checked up with your finance and accounts department, which
expressed its reluctance to provide with resources.

What are the issues before you in this case & how you will execute options effectively?
 (250 Words) (20 Marks)
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SECTION - A

1. Answer the following questions:

(a) Discuss few criterias used to define a trait as positive?

Thinking line:

• Traits are internal characteristics that define an individual. They influence the meanings we
give to life events, the goals we select, and the actions we take.

• The criteria are discussed below:

(a) Examine whether a particular individual characteristic enhances or diminishes a person's
level of happiness. A positive quality may increase the experience of positive emotions,
decrease negative emotions, or increase life satisfaction.

(b) From the eudaimonic well-being point of view, Positive qualities are those that enhance
mental health, foster high-quality relations with others, and contribute to success in
meeting life's many challenges. This lead to contented life.

(c) The trait should showcase the virtuous behavior and strength of character, as defined
by religion and culture. Examples of traits defining people of good character include
modesty, humility, kindness, forgiveness, bravely, and integrity. Character strengths
may increase our life satisfaction and make life more meaningful and healthy.

Supplementary Notes

A trait is a particular characteristic, quality, or tendency that someone or something has.

Some of the positive traits are:

• Benevolence: Giving to others basic needs without having as my motive personal
reward.

• Boldness: Confidence that what I have to say or do is true, right, and just.

• Compassion: Investing whatever is necessary to heal the hurts of others.

• Contentment: Realizing that true happiness does not depend on material conditions.

• Creativity: Approaching a need, a task, or an idea from a new perspective.

• Decisiveness: The ability to recognize key factors and finalize difficult decisions.

ETHICS, INTEGRITY AND APTITUDE

The answers are written in form of “Thinking Line” rather than complete answer to place the
aspirant in right thinking direction so that he/she may be able to grasp the requirement of the
question and how to approach the answer in objective and articulated manner. Content,
Context & Structure of the answer will be discussed in the class
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• Dependability: Fulfilling what I consented to do, even if it means unexpected
sacrifice.

• Determination: Purposing to accomplish right goals at the right time, regardless of
the opposition.

• Diligence: Investing my time and energy to complete each task assigned to me.

• Endurance: The inward strength to withstand stress and do my best.

• Enthusiasm: Expressing joy in each task as I give it my best effort.

• Faith: Confidence that actions rooted in good character will yield the best outcome,
even when I cannot see how.

• Flexibility: Willingness to change plans or ideas according to the direction of my
authorities.

• Forgiveness: Clearing the record of those who have wronged me and not holding
a grudge.

• Generosity: Carefully managing my resources so I can freely give to those in need.

• Gentleness: Showing consideration and personal concern for others.

• Gratefulness: Letting others know by my words and actions how they have benefitted
my life.

• Honor: Respecting those in leadership because of the highter authorities they represent.

• Hospitality: Cheerfully sharing food, shelter, or conversation to benefit others.

• Humility: Acknowledging that achievement results from the investment of others
in my life.

• Initiative: Recognizing and doing what needs to be done before I am asked to do it.

• Joyfulness: Maintaining a good attitude, even when faced with unpleasant conditions.

• Justice: Taking personal responsibility to uphold what is pure, right, and true.

• Loyalty: Using difficult times to demonstrate my commitment to those I serve.

• Obedience: Quickly and cheerfully carrying out the direction of those who are
responsible for me.

• Orderliness: Arranging myself and my surroundings to achieve greater efficiency.

• Patience: Accepting a difficult situation without giving a deadline to remove it.

• Persuasiveness: Guiding vital truths around another’s mental roadblocks.

• Punctuality: Showing esteem for others by doing the right thing at the right time.

• Responsibility: Knowing and doing what is expected of me.

• Self-Control: Rejecting wrong desires and doing what is right.

• Sensitivity: Perceiving the true attitudes and emotions of those around me.

• Sincerity: Eagerness to do what is right with transparent motives.
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• Tolerance: Realizing that everyone is at varying levels of character development.

• Truthfulness: Earning future trust by accurately reporting past facts.

• Virtue: The moral excellen ce evident in my life as I consistently do what is right.

• Wisdom: Seeing and responding to life situations from a perspective that transcends
my current circumstances.

(b) How does optimism work and what positive functions does it serve?

Thinking line:

• Optimism is the tendency to believe, expect or hope that things will turn out well. Optimists
believe that their own actions result in positive things happening, that they are responsible
for their own happiness, and that they can expect more good things to happen in the future.
Optimists don't blame themselves when bad things happen. They view bad events as results
of something outside of themselves.

• The positive function does it serve are:

(a) It acts as a source of motivation as it projects that outcomes will be good.

(b) It is better at dealing with stress as they confront problems and try to solve them.

(c) It leads to creative problem solving, offset the effects of negative emotions, and increase
the likelihood of social support from other people.

Supplementary Notes

What is optimism?

Optimism is the belief that things will turn out well. It is the expectation that good
things will come your way and that you have the ability to control the direction of your
life. There are plenty of common phrases that capture the essence of optimism: “seeing
the glass as half full,” “making lemonade out of lemons,” “every cloud has a silver
lining.” Each of these phrases captures the belief that optimism can transform a negative
situation into something positive, and that optimism helps guide people to look for
meaning in times of hardship.

Types of optimism

• Dispositional optimism/pessimism refer to broad, stable individual differences that
are influenced by interactions between environment and genetics. Early interest in
dispositional optimism/pessimism arose from its role in self-regulation models, because
our expectations drive our responses during goal pursuit, especially when we
encounter obstacles. Dispositional optimism is associated with a wide variety of
positive outcomes, including better mental and physical health, motivation,
performance, and personal relationships. Dispositional optimists typically show more
persistence and approach-focused ways of coping with short- and long-term stressors.

• The term ‘unrealistic’ in unrealistic optimism describes the objective mismatch
between the expectations of dispositional optimism and actuarial evidence about
probability of life events occurring. It also refers to the presumed non-congruence
between the inevitability of adversity and the anticipation of experiencing life as
more good than bad.
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• Optimism as attributional style views optimism as a style of reasoning about cause.
Optimists attribute good events with permanence (likely to recur), pervasiveness
(the ‘goodness’ will extend to other future events) and internality (I caused it and
can cause it again). Bad events are, by contrast, regarded as impermanent, non-
pervasive and due to causes external to the self.

2. Why it is, sometimes believed that feelings are better guide to action than reasons? Critically
analyze.

Thinking line:

• The ethicality of Humans actions are defined by the following three conditions: (i) the ability
to anticipate the consequences of one's own actions; (ii) the ability to make value judgments;
and (iii) the ability to choose between alternative courses of action. In other words knowledge
and free will is important for human actions.

• Thus sound decision making process is important for ethical human actions. However, while
taking decisions feeling (emotions) and reason plays an important role.

• Feeling act as the primitive source of right and wrong. Individual or group take decisions
primarily through social considerations, listening to their heart or considering the feelings of
others. It expresses emotional attitudes or empathy in the decisions.

• Whereas in rationality, while taking decisions an overall optimization approach is expressed
in attempt to maximize advantages or gains and to minimize disadvantages or losses.

• The activities of one system are automatic and often emotional, whereas the activities of the
other are controlled and never emotional. The automatic system get things done quickly, but
it is prone to error as the feelings may change with situation. Whereas, the controlled
decision done by reason is to keep a watchful eye and to make corrections when necessary.
The logical answer doesn't change from day to day.

• The above point states that reason act as better guide for decision making.

• However, many a times human being make mistakes using logic to make decisions because
decisions are not solely based on facts, values are also part of that. At this point emotions
play an important role.

• For example: If a child is involved in child labour act, according to law their parents are
guilty and action can be taken against them. At this moment decisions cannot be solely
based on laws, ethics equally play an important role and the main underline reason of the
act should be removed by providing proper rehabilitation.

• Thus, consulting logic and emotions and taking them both as valuable guide is important for
taking decisions.

• In Civil Services also reasons are important to make continuity in decision making process.
However, empathy and compassion cannot be ignored all together.

3. Answer the following questions based on the virtue ethics:

(a) What is virtue ethics? Can knowledge be equated with virtue?

Thinking line:

• A virtue is generally agreed to be a character trait, such as a habitual action or settled
sentiment. Specifically, a virtue is a positive trait that makes its possessor a good human
being. Thus, Virtue Ethics is an approach that emphasizes an individual's character as the
key element of ethical thinking, rather than rules about the acts themselves (Deontology) or
their consequences (Consequentialism).
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• According to Socrates, virtue is knowledge, because: (1) all living things aim for their perceived
good; and therefore (2) if anyone does not know what is good, he cannot do what is good
-- because he will always aim for a mistaken target; but (3) if someone knows what is good,
he will do what is good, because he will aim for what is good. But difficulty is that it is not
so easy to know what is good.

• At this moment the importance of knowledge come up because ignorance is one of the most
important reason for human foolishness.

• As rightly said by Plato, a good decision is based on knowledge and not on numbers and
good people do not need laws, to tell them to act responsibly, while bad people will find a
way around the laws. However virtue include experience and knowledge both.

(b) Give the argument supporting self-control as a master virtue? How the failed-control is
evident in the 'social sin'?

Thinking line:

• Self control has been defined as the "restraint exercised over one's own impulses, emotions,
or desires". These three: impulses, emotions, and desires must be put in subjection to maintain
peace and harmony in his life.

• Using self-control, one may resist temptation, refocus attention, alter a mood or emotional
state, overcome fatigue, or in other ways change one's states or actions. As a capacity for
altering responses, self-control contributes greatly to the flexibility and diversity of human
behavior.

• Self-control can be considered as the master virtue, as it is necessary for people to be able
to behave virtuously and avoid vice or sin.

• The failed control is evident in the social sins such as:

(a) The first, gluttony, refers to overeating and possibly engaging in other pleasures to
excess. Failure to regulate eating behavior is a classic example of a lack of self-control.

(b) People also need self-control to overcome sloth, or laziness.

(c) Greed, lust, and envy have to do with excessive striving after the inappropriate goals
of money, sexual satisfaction, and the possessions or advantages of others. When the
desire for these inappropriate goals arises, people must exert self-control in order to
override the urge to act in pursuit of the goal.

(d) Self-control is required to override the impulse to act sinfully out of anger, such as
aggressing.

• For the maintenance of self-control, people must have a standard, a conception of what they
ought to do for proper monitoring of their own behavior.

4. "For a public servant there is no black-and-white situation, but his reactions or responses
are good or bad-whether s/he reacts negative or responds positive to the situation is,
therefore, more important." Explain and answer the following questions:

(a) What is the difference between reacting and responding?

Thinking line:

• A reaction is typically quick, without much thought, tense and aggressive.  A response is
thought out, calm and non-threatening.
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• A reaction typically provokes more reactions - perpetuating a long line of hatefulness with

nothing accomplished.  A response typically provokes discussion - perpetuating healthy

discussion (debate even) that leads to resolution.

(b) Are Confusion and Dilemma the natural routes to understand a situation and find solution

or obstacles?

Thinking line:

• Decision making is the process of making choices by identifying a decision, gathering

information, and assessing alternative resolutions. Decisions can be made related to the

situation, issues, etc.

• During the process of decision making information related to the subject is gathered and

different alternatives related to the problem are analysed.

• Confusion occurs when there is lack of clarity and analyses of different alternatives become

troublesome due to lack of information about different variables associated with it.

• Whereas dilemma occurs in a circumstance in which a choice must be made between two

or more alternatives neither of which is unambiguously acceptable or preferable. The

complexity arises out of the situational conflict in which obeying one would result in

transgressing another.

• While taking a decision confusion and dilemma is common and natural course of action to

reach to the desirable outcome.

5. Given below are the two quotations of moral thinkers/philosophers. What they mean to you

and why they are still relevant?

(a) 'Those who do ill shall suffer more if they are not caught than those that are'. (Boethius)

Thinking line:

• The thinker maintains that those who avoid punishment continue to be bad, rather than
good and therefore move themselves yet further from blessedness and ultimate happiness.

• Boethius says that virtuous men are always good and bad men always undesirable and

hence steps should be taken to correct the bad men and transform them to good one.

• The above thinking is very much relevant these days. State can only check crimes, corruption,

etc. by ensuring that such people are identified and given exemplary punishment.

(b) 'The king should surrender his individuality in the interest of his duty'. (Kautilya)

Thinking line:

• Kautilya recommended that the king has to come up in the way that he should think not
in his happiness but in the happiness of his people.

• He suggests that the kings' welfare lies not in his own pleasure but in that of his subjects.

• This philosophy is still relevant even in the democratic form of government. People expect

the paternalistic approach of the state. Even the civil servants are being suggested that they

should forget that they are mere individuals. They become 'person' which comes only in

comparison with other person.
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6. One of the foundational value of public service is 'Selfless Service'. But life is not so black
and white. There are grey areas that pushes to compromise with situation to survive. In
this context critically analyze and illustrate whether a civil servant can serve 'selflessly'.

Thinking line:

• “Selflessness” is characterized by low levels of self-centeredness and a low degree of importance
given to the self. Holders of public office should take decisions solely in terms of the public
interest. They should not do so in order to gain financial or other material benefits for
themselves, their families or their friends. Selfish motivation often discourages public servants
from taking initiative and helping others unless these activities are directly rewarded, which
can be detrimental to their long-term performance, reputations and careers.

• But many a times a civil servants wants to perform his duty selflessly but fails to do so due
to external obstacles.

• The external obstacles can be political interference, non-cooperation from the seniors and
colleagues, rigid institutional structure, etc.

• People do not have much control over their external factors but he can maintain integrity
and probity at the individual level and can take steps for betterment of the organisation
rather than surrendering to the situation and working against one’s conscience.

Supplementary notes

Selflessness

Selflessness is the quality of unselfish concern for the welfare of others; acting with less
concern for yourself than for the success of the joint activity.

Selflessness actually means equating your needs and desires with those of everyone else,
and realizing that the needs of others are important. On the other hand, Selfishness
entails that you place yourself over others. Of course, there are situations when you may
have to prioritize yourself. But if you continuously neglect others and focus on yourself,
then you would be displaying selfishness. By removing self-proclaimed barriers between
yourself and the outside world, you can become selfless.

The desire to help others in need comes from the heart; it cannot be taught and forced.
One must realize that while there is a duty to oneself, there is a greater duty which
involves helping and supporting those around us. The source of this inspiration is our
compassion - the central component of our souls. it gives us the ability to empathize
with others and be more loving individuals.

The traits of selfishness and selflessness depend on person to person and on a type of
personality a human possess. It also depends on the environment of the household,
family and upbringing of that person.

In order to feel endless happiness, satisfaction, hope and cheerful in life one must be
kind, forgiving and selfless.

7. In your own words, explain Kant’s principle of ends. Do you think that this could be a useful
moral principle for you in everyday life?

Thinking line

• The philosopher Immanuel Kant said that rational human beings should be treated as an
end in themselves and not as a means to something else.
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• If a person is an end-in-themself it means their inherent value doesn’t depend on anything
else - it doesn’t depend on whether the person is enjoying their life, or making other people’s
lives better.

• To treat someone simply as a means, and not also as an end, is to treat the person in a way
that undermines their power of making a rational choice themselves. It means, first, that we
should appeal to other people’s reason in discussing with them what to do, rather than
manipulate them in ways that they are unaware of. Coercing someone, lying to them,
stealing from them, all involve not allowing them to make an informed choice. If they are
involved in our action in any way, they need to be able to agree (or refuse) to adopt our end
as their own.

• Second, treating someone as an end also means leaving them free to pursue the ends that
they adopt. The value of what people choose to do lies in their ability to choose it, not just
in what they have chosen. So we should refrain from harming or hindering them. This is
to respect their rationality. Third, someone’s being an end in themselves means that they are
an end for others. We should adopt their ends as our own.

• In everyday life also an individual should not treat oneself as a means to own ends; instead
he should respect our inherent worth. The self confidence and motivation in oneself should
be maintained to achieve the goal. This will provide a sense of inherent freedom of will
which will help in taking ethical path.

8. Answer the following questions:.

(a) How does the cultural relativism defines “good”? Which method does it follow for arriving
at moral beliefs?

Thinking line

• Cultural Relativism is of the view that moral or ethical systems, which vary from culture to
culture, are all equally valid and no one system is really “better” than any other. This is
based on the idea thazt there is no ultimate standard of good or evil, so every judgment
about right and wrong is a product of society. Therefore, any opinion on morality or ethics
is subject to the cultural perspective of each person.

• It defines “good” as what is socially approved. Ultimately, this means that no moral or
ethical system can be considered the “best,” or “worst,” and no particular moral or ethical
position can actually be considered “right” or “wrong.”

(b) Why does cultural relativism supposedly make us more tolerant of other cultures and,
critically examine the view that moral values are relative?

Thinking line

• A pluralist society is one in which there are different views on questions of politics, morality,
religion. The conflicts of ideas and practices are an inevitable and permanent part of human
society. But to maintain peace and tolerance in the society, the concept of cultural relativism
came up. It states that individual person’s beliefs and activities should be understood by
others in terms of that individual’s own culture. This enhances tolerance towards other
beliefs and norms.

• However moral values are relative as there is no objective truth, it changes with context and
situation.

– It changes with society to society and region.
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– It varies with cultural heritage.

– It varies with era.

– Faith-based morality may differ from secular humanist-based morality.

• Absolute moral relativism is self-contradictory and impossible. However, the ultimate end of
all moral values is inner happiness.

9. “Aristotelian and Buddhist ethics are alike formally: each advocates moderation”. Discuss.

Thinking line

• According to Aristotle Happiness exits in the rational exercise of the soul’s faculties in
conformity with the virtues such as courage, justice, temperance, benevolence, and prudence.

• Aristotle argues that virtue is achieved by maintaining the Mean, which is the balance
between two excesses. Aristotle’s doctrine of the Mean is reminiscent of Buddha’s Middle
Path.

• Aristotle doctrine of virtue is “golden mean”. Courage, for example, is a mean regarding the
feeling of fear, between the deficiency of rashness (too little fear) and the excess of cowardice
(too much fear). Justice is a mean between getting or giving too much and getting or giving
too little. Benevolence is a mean between giving to people who don’t deserve it and not
giving to anyone at all.

• Similarly Buddhism aims not to eradicate all feeling but to liberate it from its attachment to
false values. He gave the concept of the Middle Way, a path between the extremes of
religious asceticism and worldly self-indulgence to move away from false values.

• Aristotle and the Buddha reached very similar conclusions as to how we should conduct our
lives, if we wish to find happiness and fulfillment as human beings.

• However, for Aristotle the mean was a method of achieving virtue, but for Buddha the
Middle Path referred to a peaceful way of life which negotiated the extremes of harsh
asceticism and sensual pleasure seeking.

10. Answer the following questions based on the concept of conscience:

(a) What is conscience? Explain the following quote with respect to that – “In matters of
conscience, the law of the majority has no place”. (Mahatma Gandhi)

Thinking line

• The inner conscience is defined as that part of the human psyche that induces mental
anguish and feelings of guilt when we violate it and feelings of pleasure and well-being
when our actions, thoughts and words are in conformity to our value systems.

• The conscience is a servant of the individual’s value system. An immature or weak value
system produces a weak conscience, while a fully informed value system produces a strong
sense of right and wrong.

• In the above quote, Gandhiji has stated that decisions should be taken based on the conscience,
the principles of right and wrong not what majority demands in the society.

• The decisions should be based on the ethical principle of good to greater number of people.

• Many a times in democracy majority wins over minority and programmes and policies get
moulded according to their needs rather than being based on universal ethical principles.
One’s Conscience should always guide oneself.
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(b) How is conscience shaped by the education, law, and authority? What is the importance of
conscience in decision-making?

Thinking line

• A human being always comes across ethical dilemmas in decision making process.

• An ethical dilemma can be described as a circumstance that requires a choice between
competing sets of principles in a given, usually undesirable or perplexing, situation. Conflicts
of interest are possibly the most obvious example that could place sector leaders in an ethical
dilemma.

• At this point conscience acts as the guide for taking correct decisions. Conscience of an
individual helps in analyzing the situation from different perspectives and help in taking the
right decision.

• Conscience is a special act of the mind that comes into being when the intellect passes
judgment on the goodness or badness of a particular act. It is a practical judgment on
particular, concrete, human actions.

• Conscience is not innate rather developed with time, value syatem, etc. It is shaped by
education, law and authority.

• Proper education develops wisdom which helps in differentiating between right and wrong.
It helps in taking rational decisions.

• Law and authority instill fear of punishment to develop conscience. Forbidden actions in the
society are accompanied by punishment becomes associated with pain and the threat of
punishment.

• Thus, conscience is, in effect, a social mechanism for the development of ethics in a society.

11. How does epistemology help a judge in the court of justice in making judgments in case of
social and religious beliefs (jalikattu or triple talaq)? Explain role of epistemology in
administrative decisions through an example?

Thinking line:

• Epistemology studies the nature of knowledge, justification, and the rationality of belief.

• Much of the debate in epistemology centres on four areas: (1) the philosophical analysis of
the nature of knowledge and how it relates to such concepts as truth, belief, and justification,
(2) various problems of skepticism, (3) the sources and scope of knowledge and justified
belief, and (4) the criteria for knowledge and justification.

• The social and religious beliefs in any nation or country evolve over the years from their
greater and lower traditions based on history, culture, reality, myths and superstitions. The
believers in social customs and religion are guided more by faith than rationality.

• Scientific temper, however, demands that a set of beliefs and values relevant in a particular
social context   may not be valid in changed time and contexts especially with change in the
meaning and understanding of justice, equality, humanity and even people’s aspirations.

• Thus the laws need to be architectured according to the faith and beliefs of the people,
because laws are for the people and not the other way round.

• Nevertheless, in modern times, laws and judgments in the courts cannot be left totally on

what people believe. Even if faiths are respected, the changing understanding and aspirations
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of the people require that laws and judgments should be based on scientific temper and

rational criteria with proper amount of brainstorming and taking into consideration the

elements of change and progress.

• Issues of jallikattu and triple talaq should be seen in these light- first is an ancient tradition,

which cannot be justified being an ancient tradition while the other was the byproduct of

a particular social arrangement of the medieval time, not relevant for the present context

when women aspire to have equality and dignity on one hand and patriarchal biases

against them are against democratic rights.

12. Which should guide a police officer deciding to fire or not to fire on a protesting mob-

‘deontology or consequentialism’? Give reasons?

Thinking line:

• A police officer is always in a dilemma during massive and uncontrolled protest of people

on any sensitive issue whether to use hard force for maintaining law and order, which is

his prime duty, or to consider and gauge the consequences before taking any measure to

restore law and order.

• In moral philosophy, deontological ethics or deontology is the normative ethical position that

judges the morality of an action based on rules. It is sometimes described as “duty-” or

“obligation-” or “rule-” based ethics, because rules “bind you to your duty”.  In deontology,

action is more important than the consequences.

• Whereas Consequentialism is the class of normative ethical theories holding that the

consequences of one’s conduct are the ultimate basis for any judgment about the rightness

or wrongness of that conduct. Thus, from a consequentialist standpoint, a morally right act

(or omission from acting) is one that will produce a good outcome, or consequence.

• Thus if a protesting crowd turns aggressive, unrelenting and violent, a police officer needs
to resort to force to establish law and order and secure life and property of the innocent

citizens. This may call for using tear gas, water guns, pellet guns, rubber cannons or even
real bullets— but in such cases the limit to the use of force is set by permissible harm or
minimum deterrence to miscreants and anti-social elements.

• This lead to question ‘what should come first— duty or consequences’.

• It is always a matter of dilemma for a police officer to select his philosophy and rationale
of acting soft or hard against the protesters. Policing is a real time act and decisions have
to be taken in the spur of the moment in emergent situations.

• The first duty of the police officers is to establish law and order and save life and property.
Deontology generally reigns supreme in police and defense.

• Consequences, however, cannot be easily set aside while doing their duties. If a police action

leads to huge social and human cost even if s/he does her or his assigned duty,
consequentialism needs to be used as a guide before the action.

• Nevertheless, if police acts in anger, retribution and revenge and brutally attacks the protestors
or perpetrators of violence- it is neither justified by neither deontology nor consequentialism.

• Thus, in variety of situations just relying on normative criteria, viz., deontology or consequences
of an act would never prove to be a complete guide to a police officer. Ethical pragmatism
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can be a better guide. Ethical pragmatists acknowledge that it can be appropriate to practice
a variety of other normative approaches (e.g. consequentialism, deontological ethics, and
virtue ethics), yet acknowledge the need for mechanisms which allow society to advance
beyond such approaches, a freedom for discourse and action which does not take any such
theory as assumed.

Supplementary notes

Basic definitions

Consequentialism focuses on the consequences or results of an action. One of the most

well known form of consequentialism is utilitarianism which was first proposed by
Jeremy Bentham and his mentee J.S. Mill. This is about comparing the utility of the
consequences of an action. J.S. Mill proposes this as ”the greatest happiness for the
greatest number” as the guiding  principle within utilitarianism. Some have argued that
this is flawed as it does not allow for one to be able to follow certain moral rules and
it concentrates too much on the ends rather than the means.

Deontological ethics focuses on how actions follow certain moral rules. So, the action
is judged rather than the consequences of the action. The biggest proponent of
deontological ethics was Immanuel Kant who said that moral rules should be adhered

to if universalising the opposite would make an impossible world. So, “Do not steal” is
a rule because if everyone stole as a rule, there would be no concept of private property.

Some have argued that deontological ethics is flawed as it is too absolutist - it says that
some actions are always good or always bad without any judgement of the context of
the action.

13. All the discourse of ethics ultimately is another facet of bureaucratic incompetence. Analyze.

Thinking line

• Bureaucracy is the administrative structure and set of regulations in place to control

(rationalize, render effective and professionalize) activities, usually in large organizations

and government.

• The bureaucracy act as the most visible part of the government which mainly participate in

proper implementation of programmes and policies for better governance.

• The ideal-typical bureaucracy is characterized by hierarchical organization, delineated lines

of authority in a fixed area of activity, action taken on the basis of and recorded in written

rules, bureaucratic officials need expert training, rules are implemented by neutral officials,

career advancement depends on technical qualifications judged by organization, not

individuals.

• Due to these rigid rules the bureaucracy has suffered from many lacunas such as red-tapism,

lack of professionalism, lack of transparency and accountability. The organizational

inefficiency has reduced the very purpose of bureaucrats.

• However, bureaucracy is not just about rationality, duties, etc, moral aspect of bureaucracy

is also there. Over a period of time it has been analysed that only laws and rules are not

sufficient to govern the society, they have limitations too, thus the discourse of ethics came

into being.
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• These ethics discourse have been born out of the concern for a transparent, accountable and

citizen centric governance. Now when we talk about problems of inefficiency, ineffectiveness

in bureaucracy, we talk on individual basis based on ethical principles. But it has failed to

bring any concrete solution.

• This is because ethics as a discipline is more concerned with evaluation and description,

whereas administrative situations are complex and solutions may require hard decisions.

Thus, Ethical evaluation may be a hindrance to effective decision making. The discourse of

Ethics has ultimately fallen short of perfect prescriptions for real life problems which are

part of bureaucratic structure.

• Also bureaucracy working is more about actions than words, thus steps need to be taken to

implement these ethical principles and code of conduct in practice.

SECTION - B

In the following questions carefully study the cases presented and then answer the question that
follows:

14. You are a senior civil engineer incharge of a very big road project. You find that project
contractor is working honestly and strictly as per the work schedule and also maintaining
the quality of work. Suddenly his only son met with an accident and hence he is preoccupied
in his treatment. The project got delayed and the quality of work got slightly affected. Your
subordinates are putting pressure on you to take strict action against the contractor.

(a) What are the various options available to you?

(b) Evaluate the merits and demerits of each option and choose the option you would
adopt, giving reasons.

Thinking line:

• The projects contractor had been working honestly and strictly and also maintaining the
quality of work prior to the time his son met with an accident. Since it was an event that
he has not done intentionally  the civil engineer has following options before him:

1. He can ask to the labourer head (sub-contractor) to give reasons for poor quality and tell him
that action will be taken if he does not give consideration to matter. But the demerit lies in
the point that the sub contractor might take advantage of the situation on the pretext that
he does not have necessary authority.

2. The subordinates should be called to give explanation about the delay in the project and the
poor quality. This will help in ensuring accountability. But it is possible the subordinates
might take the engineer lightly. Also in the element of suspicion, the engineer might accuse
wrong man.

3. The civil engineer should himself carry out investigation into the matter as to why the
quality of the work deteriorated and take remedial action. This requires carrying out a fair
investigation.

• Thus, the civil engineer should first try to seek the cooperation of the subordinates and carry
out an investigation into the matter since the son of the contractor is ill and the contractor
had been honest in his work, so some time can be given but it should not be in general in
the road projects.

(Note: These are just Thinking Line. Detail answer alongwith structure will be discussed in the
class).
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15. You are an education minister of a state. Recently, lot of reports on how women teachers of
secondary school dresses up came and emphasized that many teachers wear ungracious and
party type of attires against Indian cultural ethos while they are in school. People from one
cultural group meet you and wants you to clear your mind about that to the public. There is an
opinion in air that such things put indelible mark on the impressionable minds of the adolescent
students about ‘image of teachers’ in general and ‘women’ in particular. Public expects
something from you in the given situation. Answer the following questions related to it:

(a) As a minister, when public is expecting something from you, what would you do to safeguard
the Indian cultural ethos regarding teachers and women on dress matters?

Thinking line:

• Dress code is a matter of discipline as well as cultural ethos and identity. The Minister
should suggest the stakeholders to seek a consensus with regard to these.

• He should not, however, interfere either with the choice of institutions or individuals.

• It is about a process to sensitize people regarding Indian cultural ethos as well as sanctity
of schools as a public place.

(b) You are a minister in official capacity and a public representative, but you must also have
your personal opinion than the public expectations. Do you think that dress is a matter of

personal choice and there should be no official dictate regarding it?

Thinking line:

• As a personal opinion, dress is a matter of personal choice.

• Rather than prohibition to people to choose their dresses, it is better to promote self-discipline

with the help of education and awareness.

(c) Also can you say that what matter is quality of education and not the type of dress teachers

wear?

Thinking line:

• Education is a whole package of knowledge, skill and good social values and ethics. So all
these matter.

(d) There must be views from both the sides, one may go with you and other will criticize you.
Give arguments for and against the dress code for teachers in schools.

Thinking line:

• Arguments for dress code are based on protection of culture and instilling ethical and moral
values, especially regarding how to dress in public or places which have special sanctity.

• The other side of argument comes for the idea of freedom and liberty as well as privacy of
the individuals.

(Note: These are just Thinking Line. Detail answer alongwith structure will be discussed in the
class).

16. You are a senior civil servant. One of your officer friend is hard working, completes her
work on time but always demoralizes her subordinates by blaming them for one or the
other thing. She keeps everyone on toes. Often she shouts in her office and want to just
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follow the blue book while working. She also insults junior officers if one fails to get the
things done. Her only mantra to work is to "get the things done -whatever it takes." Due
to this bossy attitude your friend is not liked by the subordinates and because of her uneven
relation with her team members; she fails to portray a good office culture. Most of the
colleagues know about this case but no one wants to discuss it because of your proximity

with that lady officer. However one day one close friend happens to be your colleague
briefed about the problem subordinate officers are facing.

Answer the following questions based on the above case. Bring merits and demerits related
to each course of action and discuss the best option.

(a) Directly talk to subordinate and assure about correcting the things in future.

Thinking line:

• Directly listening them will instill confidence in the system that their views are properly
heard.

• However, directly talking to the subordinates and bypassing the hierarchy system will set
wrong precedence.

• Thus before taking any action or consoling for any action, the senior civil servant should talk
to the officer friend to get proper information about the factual situation.

• This may also lead to decrement in trust of subordinates as they may think the above stated
action as been impartial.

(b) Give responsibility to your friend who briefed you about this case.

Thinking line:

• This will be wrong course of action as delegating power to someone else in such sensitive
issues may deteriorate the work culture more.

(c) Transfer the lady officer as this case may bring sorry figure for you also in future.

Thinking line:

• Transfer of the lady can act as the short-term measure but without giving due chance to her
to explain her position will set wrong precedence and it is also against the good leadership
quality.

(d) Request the lady officer not to do so as this may hamper their personal relations also.

Thinking line:

• In public relationships the individual relations takes a back seat and interest of larger society
takes over. This requires fair and reliable decision-making to create public trust and level
playing field.

• Request can be done at personal level, but being a civil servant the dignity and integrity of
the post has to be maintained. He has to act as role model for the other subordinates.

(e) Is there any better option available to correct the things other than what mentioned above?

Thinking line:

• I will inform him about the situation and give her last warning for improving her behavior.
If she failed then move for appropriate action to maintain the work culture as well as trust
between the senior and subordinates.
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(Note: These are just Thinking Line. Detail answer alongwith structure will be discussed in the
class).

17. You are a doctor in a government hospital. One of your lady friends got married in very rich

and influential family. However, with passage of time you came to know that the family

is very conservative as she visited you to seek your help in determining sex of the child at

fetus stage. As her in-laws want a boy child to act as inheritor of the family. They have

also ordered to abort the child if it is girl. Later her in-laws insisted hard and connected

the doctor with the health minister on mobile phone. The minister said the doctor to help

them in all possible manners without saying anything about the issue at hand. Thus reporting

about the issue to police is waste.

Answer the following questions:

(a) What are the ethical dilemmas in the above case?

Thinking line:

• Sex ratio, an important social indicator measuring extent of prevailing equity between males

and females in a society, is defined as number of females per 1000 males. Changes in sex

ratio reflect underlying socio-economic and cultural patterns of a society.

• The family is well educated and affluent and then also they are moving for this test in lieu

for male child. Also in the above case doctor is being persuaded or ordered to go for sex

selective test by the Health Minister.

• The ethical dilemma will be whether to follow the medical and moral duty of saving a fetus

or saving the friend in need from the pressure of her in-laws by accepting their demands or

follow the orders of the seniors.

• If she follows the medical and moral duty and reject for the conduct of the test and abortion,

she might have to leave the job on account of misbehavior by not following the orders of the

seniors. Further her friend will suffer from the pressure and taunts of in-laws her whole life

(if it will be girl).

• Similarly on the other end, if she follows their orders and conduct test and abortion, it will

be unethical. Conduct of sex determination test with the intent to terminate the life of a

female foetus is completely against professional ethics.

• In both the cases she will have to face the consequences. Thus it is an ethical dilemma

situation.

(b) Do you think that your moral obligation also demands to help your friend.?

Thinking line:

• It is true that there is moral obligation towards the friend, but as stated in the case, she

herself not willing to move for sex-selective test and abortion in case of girl child.

• Thus the moral obligation calls for helping her to move out of the dilemma and take control

over her reproductive rights.

• Her in-laws and husband should be persuaded to understand the present situation and

complications related to it. It is not just physical complications but abortion may harm her

self-esteem and mental health too.
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(c) A doctor in a public or government hospital should obey the health minister for whatever

he says. Do you agree and why?

Thinking line:

• A doctor is obliged to listen to her seniors in the government hospital but she is not bound
to listen or encourage unethical acts. She should work according to the code of conduct
prescribed for doctors as well as by her conscience.

• According to the code of conduct for doctors the prime object of the medical profession is
to render service to humanity; reward or financial gain is a subordinate consideration; she
should be modest, sober, patient, prompt in discharging her duty without anxiety.

• Thus in the above case she should not subdue to the orders of Health Minister. If she cannot
say straightforward no to the orders of her seniors, she can take the help of medical
terminology or complexity to disallow the termination of child.

(d) What steps will you take in the above situation?

Thinking line:

• Conduct of sex determination test with the intent to terminate the life of a female foetus is
against professional ethics and he can be liable to criminal proceedings as per the provisions
of the Act.

• As the family is very influential and in link with health minister, thus taking direct action
will not help. She should speak to the in-laws her husband and discuss the legal and other
issues of concern associated with the situation.

(Note: These are just Thinking Line. Detail answer alongwith structure will be discussed in the
class).

18. Although India is amongst the fastest growing economies in the world, it still has one third
of the world's illiterates. India is now confronting the perils of its failure to educate its
citizens, notably the poor. India, being a mixed economy, needs government intervention in
the area of education because education driven by profit motive cannot benefit the masses.
But the condition of government schools in India is pathetic. Except for two or three states,
all the Indian states have poor educational statistics. More Indian children are in school
than ever before, but the quality of government schools has sunk to spectacularly low
levels. The children in these schools come from the poorest of families - those who cannot
afford to send away their young to private schools elsewhere, as do most Indian families
who have the means. India has had a legacy of weak schooling for its young, even as it has
promoted high-quality government-financed universities. If in the past, a largely poor and
agrarian nation could afford to leave millions of its people illiterate, that is no longer the
case. Not only has the high growth ensured that we have a shortage of skilled labor, the
nation's many new roads, phones and television-sets have also fueled new ambitions for
economic advancement among its people - and new expectations for schools to help them
achieve it. In the light of the grim picture of public schooling in India suppose you are a
District Collector, and a group of poor people approach to make you aware about the
pathetic conditions of public schools in their areas. They handed you a letter that contains
five problems regarding dismal states of schools i.e.

(a) Lack of hygienic toilet facility especially for girls as there are common toilets only,

(b) Non availability of clean drinking water,

(c) Lack of proper security,
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(d) Absentee teachers and

(e) Rude behavior of teachers and staff with the students.

Because of such problem often parents are not sending their children. Dropout rate is also
high. Your education minister also expects something concrete from you, as he has to
answer local public and media about this issue. With respect to such problems how will
you go about providing solutions so that your action may become example for others to
learn?

Thinking line:

There are many reasons for the failure -

• First of all, there is an acute shortage of teachers.

• Children often don't get a support from their parents.

• Parents seem to be indifferent to their child's learning and only see them as additional hands
for work.

• There is also longstanding neglect, insufficient public financing and accountability, and a
lack of motivation among some teachers to pay special attention to poor children from lower
castes.

• Even basic amenities like water and electricity are not being provided.

There is an urgent need for improvement in the level of education. The steps needed are:

(a) The officer concern should first collect the detailed information, data so that he can
reach to some conclusion about further course of action.

(b) Call a meeting of teachers and direct them to be punctual and sincere in their duty,
failing which strict disciplinary action would be initiated. Action should be taken against
the failing teachers, as soon as possible, as it would act as deterrence for other erring
teachers.

(c) Reward and recognition can be used to motivate the teachers to act in the interest of
the children. Steps may be initiated of offering incentives and rewards to teachers who
are punctual, sincere and successful in bringing good educational outcomes measured
against an objective set of parameters.

(d) The innovative practices which concentrate more on practical knowledge rather than
theoretical mugging up of information may initiate a new learning experience within
students.

(e) Interactive sessions may be initiated with the students and parents to inspire and motivate
them from time to time.

(f) Counseling, workshops etc. may be arranged to realize the teachers about their role in
making future of the country and their role in imparting values.

(g) Sanitation facilities should be provided within school premises and awareness drive
should be initiated among students towards the importance of hygiene and sanitation.

Officer concerned should not go for any innovative ideas that demand big funds as this is generally
not appreciated in day-to-day government functioning, rather it is expected to bring excellence
with available resources.

(Note: These are just Thinking Line. Detail answer alongwith structure will be discussed in the
class).
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19. One small area of a district headquarter town is in the grip of encroachment. As a result,
people face lots of problems due to the congestion of roads and the most affected lot are
senior citizens, who face difficulty in crossing the congested and crowded roads. This is
creating a problem abound two roundabouts and two parks of that area. Besides, area is
also very dirty and there is no arrangement of cleanliness. Senior citizens of that area have
appealed to the state government to appoint a young but disciplined and energetic officer
in the town to take care of the problems and grievances of the people. Executive officer of
the local civic body said they were doing their best to clear the encroachments in the town
from time to time. However, once the encroachments were removed, the same people find
other sites in the same area to be encroached upon. Residents desire that there should be
some attempts to beautify these places as are done in many other cities of the country. They
also want beautification of parks so that even children can play. Local MLA is also ready
to fund. You are Municipal Commissioner of the city and when a delegation of eminent
people has come to meet you with a request to do something for the purpose, you checked
up with your finance and accounts department, which expressed its reluctance to provide
with resources.

What are the issues before you in this case & how you will execute options effectively?

Thinking line:

• The issues/problems discussed in the above case are:

(a) Problem of encroachment of road, which reduces space for travelling.

(b) Lack of cleanliness, which is a major cause of disease.

(c) Lack of amenities, demand for beautification of region to increase tourism potential of
the place.

(d) Lack of funds.

The problems/ issues discussed above require step-by-step analysis of each process to ensure its
rationality and simplicity. Such analysis should incorporate the viewpoints of all stakeholders, while
maintaining the citizen-centricity of the exercise, to bring a sense of citizen participation.

The various options are:

(a) Encroachment mainly occurs through the vendors, which establish their ferries on the
footpaths and roadside. Thus to handle this, a place in the town may be allotted to them
where they can place their shops.

(b) For solving the issue of sanitation, awareness drive is must. Services of Public Relations
department can be utilized for awareness generation among people. The people can be
made aware of their rights and duties.

(c) The NGOs can also be important in order to take up the work of awareness generation
since they are already connected with the people at gross root level. But, adequate
measures will have to be taken to monitor the working of NGOs.

(d) Ward meetings can be arranged to increase rapport between government and citizen by
fixing the accountability of employees towards citizens.

(e) For the fund generation, the provision of Corporate Social responsibility can be utilized
as stated there is lack of government funding. However, proper transparency should be
maintained in utilization of that.

Further ethical conduct at individual level is must as it creates a sense of surety and belongingness
to the system. The head of the project should act as role model.

(Note: These are just Thinking Line. Detail answer alongwith structure will be discussed in the
class). 
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